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     How to reach Florac?
You can get to Florac from various airports. We describe below
the most convenient ways to get to Florac from these different
locations.
Direct links will take you to the bus timetables further down in
the document.

From Marseille aiport, you  can reach Marseille city centre using different transport
means. You can check the airport website: https://www.marseille.aeroport.fr/parkings-
et-acces/acces
From the city centre, you can take the train to Alès station. Check the national train
company: sncf-connect.com
Then take a shuttle bus from Alès to Florac (see bus schedule below).

From Montpellier airport, you can reach Montpellier city centre using different means.
You can check the airport website: https://www.montpellier.aeroport.fr/acces/en-
transports-publics-aeroport-montpellier/
From the city centre, you can take the bus to Mende (see bus schedule below)
Then, from Mende, you can take a shuttle to Florac (see shuttle schedule below) or by
your own means.

From Marseille aiport:
1.

2.

3.
 
From Montpellier aiport:

1.

2.
3.

There are also options via Toulouse, Lyon or Rodez airports but the connections to Florac
are less convenient.
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23 rooms in total: 2 with double beds and 21 with single beds
Please note 14 rooms have private bathrooms and the other 9 have shared bathrooms
and toilets.  

     Accom modation
There are 23 rooms available at:

Institut Agro Florac
9 Rue Célestin Freinet
48400 Florac-Trois-Rivières, France
(see location on Google maps)

These rooms range from 40 to 50 €/night with breakfast depending on the type of room.
Available rooms:

If you wish to stay at the Institut, you can contact: Charlyne Tillier
charlyne.tillier@supagro.fr. 
 
A pre-reservation has also been made for 18 single rooms with breakfast at:

Pont neuf hotel
25 Quartier de la Croisette
48400 Florac-Trois-Rivières, France
(see location on Google maps)

If you wish to stay at the hotel, you can contact: hotel.lepontneuf@orange.fr. It is necessary
to mention the following pre-reservation number: 2-435770-1571. To benefit from the
reduced rate, you must book your room before 15 April.

You will find below the different transport routes.
If you have any questions about the event, please contact Elena Feo, Project Manager at

Euromontana, elena.feo@euromontana.org.
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Bus Mende > Florac > Alès



Bus Alès > Florac > Mende



Other possible shuttle Florac > Mende & Mende > Florac



Bus Montpellier > Millau > Mende



Bus Mende > Millau > Montpellier


